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Abstract 
We prove strong convergence of a class of block-iterative projection methods for finding a common point of a 
finite family of closed convex subsets in a Hilbert space. 
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1. Introduction 
Let {Qi I 1 G i G m} be a finite family of closed convex sets in a Hilbert space A? and assume 
that Q := n yzl Qi is nonempty. The c~nuex feasibility problem (CFP, for short) is to find an 
element x* E Q. The block-iteratiue projection (BIP) algorithmic scheme for solving the CFP, 
proposed in [l] in the Euclidean space R” setting and further studied in [4,7,9], iteratively 
generates a sequence as follows. Choose an initial point x0 E A? and, for each k E N, do 
xk+l =xk + A, C wk(i)(Pi(xk) -xk), (1) 
iEl 
where I := { 1, 2,. . . , m}, Pi(xk) is the orthogonal projection of xk onto the set Qi, wk : I + R, 
is a weight function (i.e., Ci E I w,(i) = 1) and A, E R, are relaxation parameters. In what follows 
we assume that there exist two real numbers E~ and e2 such that, for all k E N, 
O<E1<hk’<E2<2. (2) 
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Our objective in this paper is to study the strong convergence of BIP methods in Hilbert 
spaces. It is known (cf. [3,4,8]) that, under quite mild conditions on the weight functions and the 
relaxation parameters, BIP methods generated sequences converge weakly to points in Q, 
regardless of the choice of the initial point. Ensuring strung convergence of such sequences to 
points in Q is somewhat more difficult and usually demands additional conditions on the sets 
Qi themselves. 
Classical strong convergence theorems for BIP methods are due to von Neumann [18] and 
Halperin [ll] for sets Qi which are closed linear subspaces of 3 and Gubin et al. [lo] for sets 
Qi which are closed halfspaces in Z’ or are uniformly convex or satisfy Int( Q) # @. These 
results guarantee strong convergence of particular sequential BIP methods. Recall that a BIP 
method is sequential if all weight functions wk are Kronecker vectors in [w”. 
It was repeatedly observed (see [1,4,8,12,15]) that convergence of sequential BIP methods is 
slow. This led to the question whether, and under what conditions, nonsequential BIP methods 
converge strongly and if their convergence is faster. The first strong convergence result for 
nonsequential BIP methods, due to Pierra [15], shows that BIP methods with uniformly 
distributed weight functions (i.e., with w,(i) = l/m, i E I> and appropriately chosen relaxation 
parameters strongly converge in Hilbert spaces provided that the CFP satisfies conditions 
similar to those in [lo]. De Pierro and Iusem [8] extended Pierra’s result by showing that 
simultaneous BIP methods with constant sequences of relaxation parameters trongly converge 
to points in Q when one of the sets Qi is compact. Recall [12] that a BIP method is called 
simultaneous if, for all k E N, w,(i) = w(i) > 0, i E I, where w( . ) is some fixed weight function. 
It follows from [15] that simultaneous BIP methods are equivalent to cyclically controlled 
sequential BIP methods in a product Hilbert space. Thus, one should not expect that 
simultaneous BIP methods would have better rates of convergence [13] or initial speeds [5] than 
their sequential counterparts. 
Computational experience with BIP methods has shown that conveniently varying the weight 
functions along the iterative process of generating BIP sequences may eventually improve the 
initial speed of convergence, see, e.g., [1,4,9,12]. Also, BIP methods with conveniently chosen 
weight functions lend themselves to parallel implementations which produce practical computa- 
tional gains on properly chosen computing architectures. These facts lead to the question 
whether nonsequential and nonsimultaneous BIP method generated sequences still converge 
strongly to solutions of the CFPs from which they are derived. 
A comprehensive analysis of strong convergence of not necessarily simultaneous BIP meth- 
ods in general Hilbert spaces is due to Ottavy [14]. He shows that, if the sets Qi satisfy some 
topological conditions, BIP generated sequences whose weight functions and relaxation param- 
eters are chosen at each iterative step according to specific rules (see (7) and (8) below) strongly 
converge to points in Q. Ottavy’s rules affect the maximal size of the allowed relaxation 
parameters and, therefore, may limit the initial speeds of the BIP generated sequences, see 
Section 3. Also, these rules implicitly require computation of a large number of projections 
Pi(xk>, a task which is computationally costly when the sets Qi have complex geometries. 
In this note we prove strong convergence of “almost simultaneous” BIP methods. A BIP 
method is called almost simultaneous [4] if the sequence {wk 1 k E N} has a convergent subse- 
quence whose limit in [w’ is a positive weight function w *. The class of almost simultaneous 
BIP schemes does not include sequential methods, so our analysis does not cover but rather 
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complements earlier work on strong convergence of sequential BIP methods in [10,11,18]. On 
the other hand, our analysis does cover a large class of BIP methods not dealt with before such 
as pseudo-periodical BIP procedures. These are BIP schemes such that, for some fixed integer 
q 2 2 and for some fixed positive weight function W, wk = w whenever k is divisible by q while 
the other weight functions are chosen arbitrarily. Thus, our main result, Theorem 1 of Section 
2, improves upon the results in [8,15] by guaranteeing strong convergence of BIP method 
generated sequences under less restrictive controls and under equivalent or weakened condi- 
tions on the sets Qi. Also, Theorem 1 complements the convergence results in [14] and extends 
[4, Theorem 4.41. 
BIP methods for solving CFPs have far-reaching applications in the field of image recovery 
[16], the theory of learning in neural nets [19] and computerized tomography [6,7]. Also, 
strongly convergent BIP methods can be instrumental in solving convex optimization [17] and 
optimal control problems [10,15]. In many such applications strongly convergent BIP method 
generated sequences can be constructed with weight functions wk which may change dynami- 
cally based on current and past iterates, see [6]. The freedom of choosing the weight functions 
as guaranteed by Theorem 1 provides a tool of dynamic parallel processing and, thus, it could 
contribute to speeding up computations as shown in [4]. The fact that various choices of weight 
functions and relaxation parameters may lead to BIP generated sequences with substantially 
different initial speeds and rates of convergence can be observed in practice. A fully reliable 
rule of dependence of the rates of convergence of BIP schemes upon the choice of the weight 
functions or of the relaxation parameters is still missing. However, the wide range of such 
choices allowed by Theorem 1 permits construction of BIP procedures with increased initial 
speed of convergence (see Section 3). 
2. A strong convergence theorem 
In this section we consider the CFP in a Hilbert space 2 and assume that {xk I k E N) is a 
sequence generated by a BIP method starting from an arbitrary initial point x0 E 2. According 
to [lo] a set Qi is uniformly coIzuex if there exists a function S : IO, m[-+lO, m[ such that 
wheneverx,y~Q,,~#y,z~~and~Iz-~(x+y)ll<6~llx-yII~,wehavez~Q,.AsetQj 
is called bounded/y compact if its intersection with any closed ball in X is compact. Note that a 
closed set Qi is boundedly compact iff any bounded sequence included in Qi has a strongly 
convergent subsequence. 
Theorem 1. If a BIP method is almost simultaneous with relaxation parameters as in (2) and if 
any of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(A) there exists i, E I such that Qi, n Int[n i+,,Qil z @; 
(B) all, except for possibly one, of the sets Qi are uniformly conuex; 
(C) each Qi is a halfspace (i.e., Qi = {x E A? I( x, ci> <pi) for some ci ~3 and for some 
pi E R); 
(D) at least one set Qi is boundedly compact; 
(E) Z is finite-dimensional; 
then any sequence {x k I k E N] generated by this method is strongly convergent in A?? to a point in 
Q = nZIQi. 
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The proof of this result consists of a sequence of lemmas which are given below. In [12] the 
simultaneous projection operator P, . * 2 + A?, corresponding to the weight function w : I + R,, 
was defined by 
and its following properties were established. 
Lemma 2. 6) Zfx, y ~2, then IIP,(x> - P,,,(y) I] G I] x -y ]I. 
(ii) Zfx E Z’ and z E Q, then (P,,,(X) -x, P,(X) -2) G 0. 
(iii) Zfx, y E 2 then (P,,,(x) - P,,,(y), x - y) 2 0. 
Let {xk I k E N} be a sequence in 9? generated by an almost simultaneous BIP method with 
relaxation parameters satisfying (2). Then, applying [4, Corollary 4.31, we obtain the following 
lemma. 
Lemma3. ZfzEQandkEN, then II~“+~--z11 < II.xk-zll. 
Lemma 3 implies that the nonnegative sequence {pk I k E N) with pk := d,(xk), where 
d,(xk) denotes the distance of X“ to the set Q, is nonincreasing and, hence, convergent. We 
denote p := lim, --rm pk. Also by Lemma 3, since Q # 0, there exists z E Q such that the 
sequence {x“ I k E N} is contained in the closed ball centered at z whose radius is I] x0 - t ]I. 
Thus, the sequence {xk 1 k E N} is bounded in Z. 
Let {wk I p E N} be a subsequence of {wk I k E N} such that w * = lim, __,wk exists in R’ and 
is positivg. Such a subsequence exists since the BIP method is almost simultaneous. The 
corresponding subsequence { xk~ I p E N} is bounded and, therefore, it includes a weakly 
convergent subsequence which we again denote by {x“, I p E N). Let x* be the weak limit of 
{xkp I p E N). Our aim is to show that x” E Q and that (xk I k E N} converges trongly to x*. To 
this end, we denote ak := ]]P,Jxk) -x“ ]I, k E N, and show the following. 
Lemma 4. The series CT= la: converges. 
Proof. From [4, Proposition 3.31 we get that, for each n E N, 
n 
C A,(2 - &)a,2 <pi -pi+,. 
i=l 
According to (21, AJ2 - hi) 2 ~~(2 - E*) when 1 < i < n, and, thus, 
~~F~(P:,-P~+~)[E~(~-E~)I-‘. 
i=l 
Letting n + co and taking into account that the sequence {p, I n E N) converges to P, the 
convergence of CT,i ai results. Cl 
The next result is a consequence of Lemma 4. 
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Lemma 5. The functional C$ .+ : 3 + R +, defined by 
4*(x):= cw*(i)llp,(x)-xll’. 
iEI 
(3) 
is convex, continuously differentiable and it satisfies 
lim 0+,(x”“) = 0. (4) 
P+m 
Proof. Observe that $.+(x) is a convex combination of the convex and continuously differen- 
tiable functionals d&( *I. Therefore, 4 * is convex, continuously differentiable and 04, (x) = 
2(x - P,,,*(x)), for any x E 3’. Define the functionals 4k : A? + R’, by 
+,( *) := C wk(i) II pi(x) -x II *. (5) 
iGI 
Similarly to 4 *, each functional 4k is convex, continuously differentiable and V+,(x) = 2(x - 
P,,<_x)). Since, for each k E N, we have II V4Jxk) II = 2a, and because lim,,,ak = 0 by 
Lemma 4, we obtain 
lim IlV~#~,(x”)ll =O. 
k+m 
(6) 
Finally, observe that 
IIv~,(x”)- vqbk(Xk)((,(2C IN’*(i) -Wk(i)ld~,(x~)~~PkC Iw&)-wk(i)l 
iEI iEI 
i 2p, C I w,(i) - w&) 0 
iEI 
because the sequence {pk I k E N] is nonincreasing. Since the sequence {wkp I P E N) converges 
to w, in [w’, it follows that 
lim (1 V~$*(x”p) - V&jxkp) II = 0. 
P-m 
Combining this and (6), we obtain (4). 0 
Now we make the first important step towards our final goal. 
Lemma 6. (8 X” E Q. 
(ii) lim .,,+*(xkp> = 0. 
(iii) For each i E I, the sequence { d,( x kp> I p E Nj converges to zero. 
Proof.ForeachyE~,~,,(~)-~,(x*)~(V~,(X~p), Y -x“P) +(Vcb,(x*>, ~~p-~*),where 
the right-hand side converges to zero as p + ~0 (cf. Lemma 5). This shows that X” is a global 
minimizer of 4 * . Thus, for each z E Q, 0 G 4*(x*> G+,(Z) = 0, that is, 4*(x*> = 0. Taking 
into account (3), this implies that, for each i EI, d,(x*) = 0, i.e., X” E Qi because each Qi is 
closed. Hence, x* E Q, which proves (i). According to (i) and Lemma 3, the sequence 
{Xk p --x* I p E N} is bounded. Applying Lemma 5, we get 
o<~*(X”“)=~*(Xk+f$*(X*)<(V~*(Xk$Xk+X*)< lI~~*(~““)II IIXk,--X”II, 
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and letting p + m we obtain (ii) by (4). Now, (iii) follows from (ii) since 
From the results derived above we deduce the following. 
Lemma 7. There exists a subsequence {st I t E IV of {k, I p E N) such that, for each i E I, the 
sequence ( Pi(xsc) I t E N) converges weakly to x*. 
Proof. Note that, for each i E I and for all p E N, 
II Pi(Xk”) II < II Pi(XkP) -xkp II + II XkP II = d,jXkP) + II XkP Il. 
The sequences (x kp I p E N) and {de,(x kp) I p E N) are bounded (cf. Lemmas 3 and 6(iii)). 
Hence, the sequences (Pi(xkp) I p E N) are also bounded. Therefore, there exists a subsequence 
(Sr I t E N of N, I p E N) such that each sequence (Pi(X”r) I t E N) converges weakly to some 
point y’ E Z. Since Qi is convex and closed in Z, it is also weakly closed. All points Pi(xsZ), 
t E N, belong to Qi. Thus, yi E Qi, i E I. According to Lemma 6(iii), the sequence (Pi(Xsr) - 
xsl I t E N) converges to zero, implying that the sequences {PJx’c) I t E IV) and Ix” I t E N) have 
the same weak limit, i.e., y’ =x* for each i E I. Hence, the sequences {Pi(X”l) I t E IV) converge 
weakly to x*. 0 
Let ok := maxi, I e_ d (xkp), for each p E N. A simple adaptation of the proof of [lo, Lemma 
51 shows’that if (es, I t k N) converges to zero and at least one of the conditions (A)-(C) of 
Theorem 1 holds, then the sequence {dQ( x’c) I t E FV) converges to zero. From Lemma 6(iii) we 
have that lim p ,,0, = 0. Thus, we deduce that if any of the conditions (A)-(C) of Theorem 1 is 
satisfied, the sequehce {dQ(xsl) I t E N) converges to zero. Using that, we make the next step 
towards proving Theorem 1. 
Lemma 8. Suppose that any of the conditions (A)-(C) of Theorem 1 is satisfied. Then, the 
sequence { xsl I t E N) converges strongly to x*. 
Proof. Denote by B, the closed ball in 2 with center P,<x”f) and radius dQ(xSf), where Pe 
represents the orthogonal projection operator onto the closed convex set Q. For each t E N the 
set S, := n i&3, is nonempty because, according to Lemma 3, for each q = 0, 1,. . . , t, 
II x sI+’ - PQ( xSq) II < II x ‘q - Pp(x”q) II = dQ(xsq), 
i.e., xsZ+l E S,. Since the sequence of closed convex sets (S, 1 t E FV) satisfies S, 1 S,, 1 for all 
t E N, Hausdorff’s completeness theorem (see, e.g., [2, p.611) implies that the set S := f-l T=$, is 
nonempty. Let X be any point in S. Then, for each t E N, 
I] xs’ -X II < II xs’ -P&x”‘) II + II P&x”‘) -X II < 2dQ(xSt), 
proving that lim,,, II xsl -X II = 0 because lim,,, dQ(xsl) = 0, as shown above. Hence, the 
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sequence (xsr I t E N} converges strongly to X. Since ( xsf I t E N} also converges weakly to x*, it 
follows that x* = 2, whence (x’r I t E N} converges strongly to x”. 0 
The following result closes a cycle in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Lemma 9. (i) If the sequence (xk I k E N} has a subsequence which converges strongly to x”, then 
(x k I k E N) converges strongly to x*. 
(ii) If any of the conditions (A)--(C) of Theorem 1 is satisfied, then the sequence (xk I k E N} 
converges strongly to x” E Q. 
Proof. Let (x’n I n E N} be a subsequence of (x“ I k E N} which converges strongly to x”. The 
fact x* E Q follows from Lemma 6(i). Combining this with Lemma 3, the sequence ( II xk - 
x* (I I k E N) and its subsequence ( (I x’n -x* )I I n E N} are convergent and 
lim (1 xk -x* (1 = lim I)xrn -x* (1 =O. 
k-m n+m 
This shows that the sequence (xk I k E N} converges strongly to x” and (i) is proven. Now, 
combining (i) with Lemma 8, we obtain (ii). 0 
The second cycle of the proof of Theorem 1 is achieved next. 
Lemma 10. If one of the sets Qi is boundedly compact, then (x k I k E N} converges strongly to x*. 
Proof. Suppose that the set Qi, is boundedly compact. According to Lemma 7, the sequence 
(Piu(xsr) 1t E N) converges weakly to x” and, thus, it is a bounded sequence in Qi,. Therefore, it 
includes a strongly convergent subsequence which we again denote (Piu(xsl) I t E N}. The strong 
limit of (P!o(x”O I t E IV} is exactly x*, since strong convergence implies weak convergence and 
the weak limit is necessarily unique. Note that 
II x st --x* ll < ll x31 - Pio(XS’) ll + ll &,(x”q -x* ll) 
and that both terms on the right-hand side of this inequality converge to zero as t + ~0 (cf. 
Lemma 6(iii)). Hence, the sequence (xsr I t E N} converges strongly to x*. By Lemma 9(i), the 
proof is complete. Cl 
Since in finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces closed sets are boundedly compact, Lemma 10 
implies the following result, which completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Lemma 11. If A? is finite-dimensional, then the sequence Ix k I k E N} converges (strongly) to x*. 
3. Comments 
(I) Theorem 1 shows that almost simultaneous BIP methods in a Hilbert space generate 
sequences which converge strongly to solutions of the given CFP. This generalizes a previous 
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result of Pierra [15, Theorem 1.11 which shows that, if any of the conditions (A)-(C) is satisfied, 
the simultaneous unrelaxed (i.e., with all A, = 1) BIP methods with uniformly distributed 
weight functions generate strongly convergent sequences. It follows from [7, Theorem 2.21 that 
Theorem 1 also generalizes [8, Theorem 71 which shows that simultaneous BIP methods with a 
constant weight function and fixed relaxation parameters generate strongly convergent se- 
quences whenever one of the sets Qj is compact. Also, Theorem 1 with condition (D) can be 
viewed as a nonsequential counterpart of [8, Theorem 3.2(n)] which guarantees trong conver- 
gence of cyclically controlled sequential unrelaxed BIP methods when one of the sets Qi is 
boundedly compact. Theorem 1 with condition (E) is a partial restatement of [4, Theorem 4.41 
for which we provide an alternative proof. 
(II) Pierra [15, Theorem 1.21 has shown that BIP methods with uniformly distributed weight 
functions and relaxation parameters determined by a specific periodical rule strongly converge 
to points in Q whenever one of the conditions (A)-(C) of Theorem 1 is satisfied. Ottavy [14, 
Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.11 improved Pierra’s results by showing that strong convergence of 
BIP method generated sequences in Hilbert spaces can be guaranteed under weakened forms 
of the conditions (A) and (B) when the weight functions and relaxation parameters are chosen 
according to the following conditions: 
(7) 
1 
3e>O,VkEN:e<&< 
II Xk _ pw&“) ,, 24k(Xk)* 
Conditions (7) and (8) do not imply that BIP methods satisfying them are simultaneous or 
almost simultaneous. Also, almost simultaneous BIP method generated sequences whose strong 
convergence follows from Theorem 1 may not satisfy (7) and/or (8). For instance, if m = 2 and 
any of the conditions (A)-(E) of Theorem 1 is satisfied, then pseudo-periodical BIP method 
generated sequences with relaxation parameters satisfying (2) and with weight functions 
w,(l) = l/k and w,(2) = 1 - l/k, for all k E N except for those which are divisible by an 
arbitrarily fixed integer p > 1, are almost simultaneous. They strongly converge to points in Q 
in spite of the fact that condition (7) (and, eventually, condition (8)) is not satisfied. In some 
circumstances, conditions (7) and (8) considerably restrict the range of choices for A, and wk 
and, thus, limit the possibility of speeding up convergence of the BIP procedures (see (III) 
below). For instance, if m = 2, Q, and Q2 are halfspaces determined by hyperplanes which 
intersect each other in an angle (Y with cos cy = 0.9, and if xk is an exterior equidistant point of 
the sets Q, and Q2, then the quantity 4k(Xk)/]] xk - P,,,x(xk) ]I2 involved in (8) does not exceed 
1.06, no matter how we choose the weight functions wk. Thus, it imposes on the relaxation 
parameters a condition which is more restrictive than (2). 
(III) Theorem 1 guarantees strong convergence of BIP generated sequences under lax 
conditions on the weight functions and relaxation parameters. The freedom of choosing wk and 
A, at each step k can be exploited to improve the behavior of the BIP generated sequences. 
The initial speed of conuergence of a BIP method generated sequence Ix k 1 k E N} at step k can 
be defined by the number 
A,=~~~{~Ix~--zII_-(~x~+~-z~I}, 
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see [5]. It indicates how much closer to a solution of the CFP we get by moving from xk to the 
next iterate xk+l. By increasing the initial speed of a convergent BIP procedure at each step 
k = 0, 1,. . . , h, one may improve its overall initial behavior since the iterate x_’ is closer than 
the initial iterate x0 to the solution to which the process converges by at least A, = inf, E J ]I x0 
--ZII-lIXh -z ll} and 6,> Ck:iA,. 
From Lemmas 2(ii) and 3 we deduce that, if xk fZ Q, 
A, >q,$,(2 +) Ilp,,(.k) -Xk 11, (9) 
where qk = 0.5 inf, E 8 ]I xk -z ]I-*. The right-hand side of (9) achieves its largest value when 
A, = 1 and wk is a maximum of the convex function h(w) = IIPW(xk> -xk II. The following 
example shows that choosing hk = 1 and wk a maximum of h (as done in “remotest-set” 
procedures - see [lo]) does not always ensure maximal initial speeds. 
Example 12. Let A? = R2, m = 2, Q, = {x 1 x2 = 0.5x,) and Q2 = {x I x2 = 5x,}. Clearly, Q = (01 
and Theorem 1 applies. Fix x0 = (6, 6). Easy computations show that for A, = 1 the maximal 
initial speed at step zero, A, = 1.8, is reached with w. g (0.32, 0.68). By contrast, h(w) achieves 
its maximum at w = (0, 1) and the corresponding initial speed for the same A, is 1.5. Even 
better initial speed (i.e., A, z 2.5) is obtained for w. as above and A, = 1.5. 
The reason behind the phenomenon observed in Example 12 is that the right-hand side of (9) 
is a rough lower bound of A,. By guaranteeing strong convergence of BIP generated sequences 
with relatively lax restrictions for the weight functions and relaxation parameters, Theorem 1 
opens the problem of how to determine more accurate lower bounds for the initial speed of 
convergence. 
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